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Intriguing and unusual physical properties of graphene
offer remarkable potential for advanced, photonics
related technological applications, particularly in the
area of nonlinear optics at deep-subwavelength scale.
In this article we use a recently developed numerical
method to illustrate an efficient mechanism that can
lead to orders of magnitude enhancement of the
third-harmonic generation in graphene diffraction
gratings. In particular, we demonstrate that by
taking advantage of the geometry dependence of the
resonance wavelength of localized surface-plasmon
polaritons of graphene ribbons and disks one can
engineer the spectral response of graphene gratings
so as strong plasmonic resonances exist at both the
fundamental frequency and third-harmonic (TH). As
a result of this double-resonant mechanism for optical
near-field enhancement, the intensity of the TH can be
increased by more than six orders of magnitude.
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1. Introduction
Graphene, a monolayer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal lattice [1–3], has attracted
over the last years a remarkable amount of interest, both at fundamental science level as
well as in the fields of engineering and technology, due chiefly to its outstanding and unique
physical properties, as well as its potential for novel technological applications. In particular,
this truly two-dimensional (2D) physical system possesses unprecedented electronic and thermal
properties [4–7], which can be traced to its charge carriers having zero effective mass (the so-
called Dirac fermions) and extremely large mean free path. This leads to very large thermal
conductivity and high carrier mobility [8] and therefore provides an excellent materials platform
for management of thermal processes in nanoelectronic circuits and high-frequency electronics
[9–11]. Equally important, physical properties of graphene can be readily and ultrafast tuned
via chemical doping or electric gating, which makes it particularly appealing for technological
applications in the area of ultrafast and active optoelectronic devices.

One field where the tunability of graphene could play a key role is photonics. This is primarily
due to the fact that the dielectric constant of graphene is strongly dependent on the carriers
density via the Fermi energy, which means that by chemical doping or electric gating one can
change the dielectric constant of graphene, in relative terms, by much more than it can be done in
the case of most other optical materials. Since generally the dielectric constant (index of refraction)
is the main physical quantity that determines the optical properties of a material, the functionality
of photonic devices that incorporate graphene in their structure can be actively and significantly
modified. This feature of graphene has been recently exploited in a series of active photonic
devices, including optical modulators, diffractive elements, optical switches, optical limiters, as
well as photovoltaic and photoresistive devices [12–17].

Not only the linear optical properties of graphene can be exploited in photonic devices with
new and advanced functionality but also its nonlinear optical properties can play an equally
important role. The main underlying reason why optical nonlinearities of graphene could play
a key role both at fundamental science level as well as in future graphene based photonics
technologies is the metallic character of graphene. To be more specific, due to its metallic nature,
graphene sheets or structured graphene can support propagating or localized surface-plasmon
polaritons (SPPs), namely collective oscillations of the free carriers in graphene. The excitation of
these highly localized surface plasmon modes is accompanied by a strong increase of the surface
optical field and, due to the nonlinear dependence of the intensity of the nonlinearly generated
higher harmonics, an even stronger enhancement of nonlinear optical interactions. Importantly,
the graphene tunability we alluded to and the strong dependence of the plasmon resonances on
the geometrical configuration of graphene structures can be employed to spectrally shift over
a large range the location of plasmon resonances and thus one can greatly facilitate the design
of new configurations of nonlinear interactions as well as active optical devices based on such
nonlinear interactions. For example, enhanced second-order nonlinear optical effects have been
predicted in hexagonal arrays of graphene patches [18], whereas increased third-order nonlinear
optical interactions can be observed if graphene is incorporated in a photonic crystal [19].

In this paper, we demonstrate a mechanism for enhancing the third-harmonic generation
(THG) in graphene based optical diffraction gratings. Thus, we prove that by properly
engineering the spectral location of plasmon resonances a pair of such resonances exist at
the fundamental frequency (FF) and third harmonic (TH). This double-resonant excitation of
localized graphene plasmons leads to strong enhancement of the local optical field, which in
conjunction with the strong overlap between the optical fields of the plasmon modes, results
in the increase of the intensity of the TH by several orders of magnitude in both one-dimensional
(1D) and two-dimensional (2D) gratings. A brief discussion of the numerical method used in our
study is also provided. Finally, we discuss the practical implications and potential technological
applications of the ideas introduced in this paper, as well as other photonic structures based on
graphene or other two-dimensional materials where our ideas could find applications.
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2. Physical system and computational approach
The computational approach employed in this paper [20] can be used for a variety of physical
settings, namely periodic photonic structures containing both bulk materials and graphene.
Specifically, our numerical method incorporates the main linear and nonlinear optical effects
in 3D media and graphene, thus accurately describing the physics of such photonic structures.
In particular, since the method describes the optical nonlinearities via nonlinear currents
associated to various nonlinear polarizations in bulk materials and graphene, our computational
approach can be used to investigate a multitude of nonlinear optical interactions, including
second-harmonic generation, sum- and difference-frequency generation, THG, Kerr effects, and
four-wave mixing [21–24].

To be more specific, our numerical method for the calculation of the linear and nonlinear
optical fields in the grating and far-field regions is an extension of the well known rigorous
coupled-wave analysis method [25–27], which incorporates the nonlinear optical processes via the
corresponding nonlinear currents and the optical effects of the infinitely thin graphene sheets via
modified (nonlinear) boundary condition at those interfaces where graphene layers are located.
In addition, we used a recently introduced S-matrix algorithm [20] for propagation of nonlinear
fields generated by graphene sheets contained in multilayered periodic structures. In a very brief
description, the numerical method consists of the following three steps: In the first step (linear
calculations) one computes the field at the FF, ω0. Then, in the second step (polarization evaluation)
one evaluates the nonlinear polarization, P(nl,Ω)(E(Ω); r), at the TH, Ω. Finally, in the third step
(nonlinear calculation) one calculates the generated nonlinear electric field, E(Ω).

The geometrical structure of the graphene gratings studied in this paper is schematically
presented in figure 1. Thus, we considered 1D gratings with period Λ, grating vector K = 2π/Λ,
and width of the graphene ribbons, W , and 2D gratings with periods Λx and Λy , corresponding
grating vectors Kx and Ky laying in the (x, y) plane, the radius of the graphene disks being,
r. In both cases, the graphene structures are assumed to be located at z = zs and placed on a
substrate with relative permittivity, εs (for specificity, assumed to be glass, εs = 2.25), the relative
permittivity of the cover being εc (for simplicity, assumed to be air, εc = 1). The linear optical
properties of graphene are characterized by its surface conductivity distribution, σs(x, y, zs), so
that we can describe the spatial distribution of the relative permittivity of the graphene grating
by a single, piecewise continuous function, εr(x, y, z).

The graphene grating is excited by an incident harmonic plane-wave with the electric field
expressed as:

E inc(r, t) =E0(r)e
−iωt =E0e

i(kt·rt−kzz−ωt), (2.1)

(a) (b)

Figure 1. a), b) Schematic of generic 1D and 2D graphene gratings, respectively. The 1D grating has period Λ and width

of the graphene ribbon, W , whereas the 2D grating is characterized by periods Λx and Λy , and radius of the graphene

disks, r. The spatial distribution and linear optical properties of graphene structures, located at z = zs, are defined by the

sheet conductance, σs(x, y, zs).
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where rt is the in-plane component of the position vector, kt = kc(sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ) and kz =
kc cos θ are the in-plane and normal components of the wave vector of the incident wave in the
cover, respectively, with kc =

√
εck0 =

√
εcω/c being the wavenumber in the cover region, ω is

the optical frequency, and c is the speed of light. The polarization state of the incoming plane-
wave is described by the relative field components in the transverse electric (TE) and transverse
magnetic (TM) configurations, namely ETE and ETM, respectively, such that the field amplitude,
E0 = cosψETE + sinψETM, is defined by the polarization angle, ψ. In this study, θ= 0 and ψ=

π/2, so that the incident electric field is TM-polarized.
Since graphene is a single atomic layer physical system, one can conveniently describe its

optical properties via surface quantities. In particular, the interaction of light with graphene can
be readily described by the sheet conductance (sometimes also called conductivity), which in the
random-phase approximation and zero temperature conditions is expressed as [28,29]:

σs(ω)

σ0
=

4εF
π~

τ

1− iωτ + θ(~ω − 2εF ) +
i

π
ln

∣∣∣∣~ω − 2εF
~ω + 2εF

∣∣∣∣ . (2.2)

In this equation, σ0 = e2/(4~) = 6.0853× 10−5 A V−1 is the universal dynamic conductivity of
graphene, e is the elementary charge, εF is the Fermi level, ~ is the reduced Planck constant,
τ the relaxation time and θ is the Heaviside step function. The values of the Fermi level and
relaxation time used in our investigations are εF = 0.6 eV and τ = 0.25ps/2π, respectively. The
dispersion of σs(λ) for graphene is presented in figure 2(a). The sheet conductance contains the
intraband (Drude) part, described by the first term in the r.h.s. of equation (2.2), and the interband
component given by the next two terms. A more complete model valid at finite temperature can be
used as well (see Refs. [28–30]); however, the model described by equation (2.2) already describes
the main features of graphene conductivity, namely the possibility of tuning σs(λ) by changing
the Fermi level via chemical doping or by applying a gate voltage.
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Figure 2. a) Dispersion of the complex sheet conductance, σs(ω), of graphene in interband and intraband wavelength

range. b) Real and imaginary part of the third-order nonlinear surface conductivity of graphene, σ(3)
s .

For computational purposes, it is usually more convenient to work with bulk rather than
surface quantities and therefore it is of practical interest to introduce bulk equivalents of the
surface quantities. To this end, instead of the sheet conductance, σs, one uses a bulk conductivity,
σb = σs/heff , where heff is the effective thickness of graphene. This approach can be confusing
because of the ambiguity contained in the definition of the thickness of an atomic monolayer.
Moreover, the optical properties of graphene can be equally well described by the electric
permittivity, ε, which is related to the optical conductivity σb via the following equation:

ε(ω) = ε0

(
1 +

iσb
ε0ω

)
= ε0

(
1 +

iσs
ε0ωheff

)
. (2.3)

The graphene lattice belongs to the D6h space group, meaning that it is a centrosymmetric
material. Therefore, quadratically nonlinear interactions such as second-harmonic generation are
forbidden; however, THG is allowed and particularly strong in graphene [31,32]. The nonlinear
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optical response of graphene can be described by using the nonlinear optical conductivity tensor,
σ

(3)
s , which relates the nonlinear surface current density, jnl, at the TH and the electric field, E,

at the FF. In this description, assuming that the graphene sheet lies in the (x, y) plane at z=0, the
nonlinear current density, Jnl, can be written as [32]:

Jnl(r, t) = jnl(rt, t)δ(z), (2.4)

where rt is the position vector lying in the graphene plane. Then, the nonlinear surface current
density can be written as:

jnl
α (rt, t)=σ

(3)
s,αEα(rt, t)|Et(rt, t)|2, (2.5)

where α= x, y, z and Et is the electric field component lying in the plane of graphene. This
equation shows that the nonlinear current density lies in the plane of graphene and only depends
on the tangential field components. As a result, σ(3)

s,x = σ
(3)
s,y = σ

(3)
s and σ

(3)
s,z = 0. A formula for

σ
(3)
s , derived under the assumptions that electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering as well

as thermal effects can be neglected, has been recently derived in Ref. [32] in the following form:

σ
(3)
s (ω) =

iσ0(~vF e)2

48π(~ω)4
T

(
~ω
2εF

)
. (2.6)

In this equation, T (x) = 17G(x)− 64G(2x) + 45G(3x), with G(x) = ln
∣∣∣ 1+x
1−x

∣∣∣+ iπθ(|x| − 1), and

vF = 3a0γ0/(2~)≈ c/300 is the Fermi velocity, with a0 = 1.42Å being the separation distance
between nearest-neighbor carbon atoms in graphene and γ0 = 2.7 eV is the nearest-neighbor
coupling constant. Figure 2(b) depicts σ(3)

s (ω), whereas the inset of the figure highlights the lowest
spectral peak at λ= 1.033µm.

As in the linear case, we introduce a “bulk” nonlinear conductivity, σ(3)
b =σ

(3)
s /heff . This

nonlinear conductivity is particularly useful in experimental investigations of nonlinear optics
of graphene because it is related to an effective bulk third-order nonlinear susceptibility, χ(3)

b , the
physical quantity that is usually measured in experiments. Using the fact that for harmonic fields
Jnl(r, t) =−iωPnl(r, t), where Pnl(r, t) is the nonlinear polarization, one can prove that

χ
(3)
b =

i

ε0Ωt
σ

(3)
b =

i

ε0Ωtheff
σ

(3)
s , (2.7)

where Ωt = 3ω0 is the frequency at the TH, with ω0 being the FF.

3. Results and discussion
To begin our analysis of THG in graphene gratings, let us consider the 1D periodic array of
graphene ribbons depicted in figure 1(a). The period of the grating is Λ= 100nm and the width
W = 50nm, that is a grating with duty cycle of 50%. The incident light is normally impinging
onto this binary graphene grating and is TM polarized. For this grating, we have calculated using
the method described in previous section its linear spectral response, quantified by the reflectance,
R, transmittance, T , and absorption, A, as well as the spectrum of the TH intensity. The results
of these calculations are presented in figure 3. In this and all our subsequent calculations the
intensity of the incoming beam was assumed to be I0 = 1012 W m−2, the TH intensity being
measured relative to this reference value.

The spectra presented in figure 3 show a series of important features. Thus, it can be seen that
both the optical absorption and TH intensity spectra have a series of spectral resonances, which
in both cases are located at the same resonance wavelengths. The intensity of the corresponding
spectral peaks decreases as the wavelength decreases, both in the case of absorption and TH
intensity. In addition, the spectral width of the resonances, and consequently the associated
optical losses, decreases as the resonance wavelength decreases, too. Since both absorption and
TH intensity are directly related to the local optical field at the FF, the origin of these spectral
resonances can be traced to the enhancement of this local optical field. Moreover, because
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Figure 3. Wavelength dependence of the reflectance,R, transmittance, T , and absorption,A, as well as the spectrum of

the TH intensity, determine for the 1D graphene grating depicted in figure 1(a). The period of the grating is Λ= 100nm
and the width of the graphene ribbons, W = 50nm.

graphene can be viewed as an infinitely thin metallic sheet, we can conclude that these resonances
and the associated enhancement of the local field at the FF are due to the excitation of localized
surface plasmons on the graphene ribbons.

In order to further validate these conclusions, we have determined the spatial field distribution
of the local optical field at both the FF and TH, the results of these calculations being summarized
in figure 4. These plots unambiguously demonstrate the excitation of localized graphene surface
plasmons at the resonance wavelengths, as the main features of such surface optical modes are
clearly illustrated by these field profiles. Thus, it can be seen in figure 4 that both the linear and
nonlinear optical fields are strongly confined at the surface of the graphene ribbons, the degree of
confinement increasing as the resonance wavelength decreases. Moreover, it can be seen that as
the order of plasmon mode (resonance) increases, the number of local maxima of the field profile
increases, which is one of the characteristics of a family of optical modes supported by a confined
optical structure. Additionally, if we compare the field profiles at the FF (top panels in figure 4)
and the TH (bottom panels in figure 4), we can see that they have very similar features. The reason
for this is that the nonlinear optical response is primarily determined by the distribution of the
linear optical near-field, as described by Eq. (2.5).

These conclusions are not specific to 1D graphene diffraction gratings but they remain valid,
with certain changes, in the case of 2D diffraction gratings, too. In order to illustrate this idea, we
considered a 2D periodic array of graphene disks, as depicted in figure 1(b). The periods of the
diffraction grating in this case are Λx =Λy =Λ= 200nm, the radius of the disks being r= 50nm.
As in the 1D case, the incident light is normally impinging onto the graphene grating. In order
to characterize the spectral properties of this graphene structure we have calculated the linear
spectral response of the diffraction grating, namely the reflectance, transmittance, and absorption,
as well as the spectrum of the TH intensity, the main conclusions of these computations being
outlined in figure 5. The results of these calculations show that, as in the 1D case, both the optical
absorption spectrum and the spectrum of the TH intensity exhibit a series of resonances, which are
associated to the excitation of localized surface plasmons on the graphene disks. In addition, the
corresponding optical field is strongly confined and enhanced at the surface of the graphene disks,
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Figure 4. Dominant electric field component, |Ex|, at the FF (top panels) and TH (bottom panels) at the surface of a

graphene ribbon for the first three resonance wavelengths seen in figure 3. From left to right, λFF = 5.84µm, λFF =

3.01µm, and λFF = 2.40µm. The dashed, horizontal lines indicate the location of the graphene ribbon.

which explains the large increase in both optical absorption and nonlinear optical interaction at
the surface of the graphene disks when graphene surface plasmons are excited.

The optical spectra presented in figures 3 and 5 suggest there is a convenient way to design
diffraction gratings based on graphene for enhancement of the THG and other nonlinear optical
interactions in such diffraction gratings. Thus, let us assume that by varying the width of the
graphene ribbons (or the diameter of the graphene disks) we can engineer the the spectral
resonances of the grating in such a way that the resonance wavelength of the fundamental
plasmon coincides with the wavelength of the incoming beam, whereas the wavelength at the TH
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Figure 5. Left panel, wavelength dependence of the reflectance, R, transmittance, T , and absorption, A, as well as the

spectrum of the TH intensity, determined for the 2D graphene grating depicted in figure 1(b). The periods of the grating

are Λx =Λy =Λ= 200nm and the diameter of the disks is r= 50nm. Right panels show the dominant electric

field component, |Ex|, at the FF (top panels) and TH (bottom panels) at the surface of a graphene disk for the first

three resonance wavelengths. From left to right, λFF = 7.98µm, λFF = 3.83µm, and λFF = 3.06µm. The dashed

circles indicate the location of the graphene disks.
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coincides with one of the resonance wavelengths of the higher-order plasmons. In other words,
the resonance wavelength of one of these higher-order plasmon modes should be exactly a third
of the resonance wavelength of the fundamental plasmon mode. Under these circumstances,
the diffraction grating will be efficiently excited at the FF, which will lead to a strong field
enhancement at this frequency, and will radiate effectively at the TH since there is a plasmon
resonance at this wavelength, too. In effect, such a diffraction grating would act as a highly
effective receiver at the FF and a strong emitter (efficient antenna) at the TH.

In order to see whether it is possible to design such a configuration of plasmon resonances,
we firstly determined the dispersion map of the absorption of the 1D diffraction grating, that is
the dependence of the absorption spectra on the width of the graphene ribbons, W . The results of
these calculations, presented in figure 6, suggest that it is indeed possible to engineer a diffraction
grating with the desired property. Thus, in addition to the plasmon absorption bands that in the
linear spectra appear as spectral peaks, it can be seen in this figure that there are certain values
of the graphene ribbon width, W , for which a graphene plasmon mode exists at both the FF and
TH wavelengths. To be more specific, for W = 85nm, the graphene diffraction grating supports
a (fundamental) plasmon mode at the FF corresponding to λFF = 9.03µm and a third-order
plasmon mode at λTH = λFF/3 = 3.01µm. Another double-resonance occurs for W = 97nm, in
which case the plasmons excited at the FF and TH are a fundamental plasmon and a second-order
one, respectively. We note that, because of the field periodicity, in figures 4 and 5 we have only
shown the near-field distribution corresponding to the unit cell.

The next step of our analysis was devoted to the investigation of the nonlinear optical response
of the 1D graphene diffraction grating, so as to verify that enhanced THG is achieved when the
double-resonance condition is satisfied. To this end, we have computed the dispersion map of the
TH intensity of the diffraction grating, namely the dependence of the TH intensity spectra on W .
This dispersion map of the nonlinear optical response of the diffraction grating is presented in
figure 7, together with the dependence of the TH intensity on the width of the graphene ribbons,
determined for the resonance wavelengths of the fundamental plasmon, which is shown in the
inset of this figure. An important result illustrated by this figure is that, as previously discussed,
the excitation of graphene localized plasmons at the FF induces a strong increase of the intensity
at the TH via local field enhancement, as it is clear from the location of the spectral resonance
bands in figure 7. However, more importantly, the plot shown in the inset of figure 7 proves that

Figure 6. Absorption spectra at the FF vs. the width of the graphene ribbons corresponding to the 1D graphene diffraction

grating depicted in figure 1(a). The dashed curves mark the location of the resonance wavelength of graphene localized

plasmons of different orders and are only a guide to the eye. The white solid line corresponds to a third of the resonance

wavelength of the fundamental graphene plasmon.
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Figure 7. Third-harmonic intensity spectra vs. the width of the graphene ribbons corresponding to the 1D graphene

diffraction grating depicted in figure 1(a). In the inset, the TH intensity vs. the width of the graphene ribbons, determined

for the resonance wavelengths of the fundamental plasmon. The dashed line is only a guide to the eye.

a further enhancement of the TH intensity occurs when the double-resonance condition holds.
To be more specific, the plot in the inset of figure 7 was determined by choosing the wavelength
of the incident beam to be equal to the resonance wavelength of the fundamental plasmon (the
plasmon band corresponding to the strongest enhancement of the TH) and varying the width
of the graphene ribbons. It can be seen that a maximum intensity of the TH is achieved when
W = 85nm, that is exactly at the width at which there is a plasmon mode at both the FF and TH.
Importantly, from the results presented in figure 6, we find that the double resonance condition is
fulfilled when the graphene ribbons are in relative close proximity to their nearest neighbors.
Therefore, despite the fact that the excitation of localized surface plasmons on the graphene
ribbons plays the major role in the observed enhancement of the TH intensity, the optical coupling
between neighboring ribbons and other diffractive effects could affect as well the optical response
of the graphene structure.

The the conclusions valid for a periodic distribution of graphene ribbons hold in the 2D case,
too. To illustrate this, we calculated the linear and nonlinear optical response of a 2D array of
square graphene patches with side length, W . This particular choice of the shape of graphene
patches was guided by the fact that numerical simulations converge much faster in the case of
square patches as compared to disks. From the results presented in figure 8, it can be seen that
in the 2D case, too, there are certain values of W for which a graphene plasmon mode exists at
both the FF and TH wavelengths. To be more specific, for W = 84nm, the graphene diffraction
grating supports a (fundamental) plasmon mode at the FF corresponding to λFF = 9.69µm and a
third-order plasmon mode at λTH = λFF/3 = 3.23µm.

To verify that enhanced THG is achieved when the double-resonance condition is satisfied in
the 2D case, we have computed the dependence of the TH intensity spectra on the side length,
W , of the square patches. This dispersion map of the nonlinear optical response is presented
in figure 8. In the inset of this figure, we also show the dependence of the TH intensity on W ,
determined for the resonance wavelengths of the fundamental plasmon together. Similar to the
nonlinear spectra computed in the 1D case, the spectral resonance bands in figure 8 show that the
intensity at the TH is enhanced upon the excitation of graphene localized plasmons at the FF. In
addition, the plot in the inset of figure 8 shows that a maximum intensity of the TH is achieved
whenW = 84nm, that is exactly at the patch size at which there is a plasmon mode at both the FF
and TH. Thus, our results prove that the TH intensity can be resonantly enhanced in 2D graphene
diffraction grating, too.
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Figure 8. Left panel shows the absorption spectra at the FF of a graphene grating consisting of a 2D square array of

square graphene patches vs. the side length of the graphene patches. The grating periods are Λ1 =Λ1 = 100nm. The

dashed curves indicate the location of the resonance wavelength of graphene localized surface plasmons of different

orders and are only a guide to the eye. The white solid line corresponds to a third of the resonance wavelength of the

fundamental graphene plasmon. In the right panel, the third-harmonic intensity spectra vs. the side length of the graphene

squares corresponding to the same 2D graphene diffraction grating. In the inset, the TH intensity vs. the side length of

the graphene squares, determined for the resonance wavelengths of the fundamental plasmon. The dashed line is only a

guide to the eye.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have investigated third-harmonic generation in one- and two-dimensional
graphene diffraction gratings, paying special attention to the relations between the excitation of
localized surface plasmons on the graphene structures and the nonlinear optical response of the
diffraction gratings. Our analysis has revealed that, similar to the case of plasmonic structures,
the generation of localized surface plasmons in graphene ribbons or disks leads to a strong
enhancement of the local optical field. This, in turn, is accompanied by a large increase of the
intensity of both the nonlinear near-field and the nonlinear radiation emitted into the far-field.
We have also demonstrated that the intensity of the third-harmonic can be further enhanced by
engineering the graphene diffraction gratings so as plasmon modes exist both at the frequency of
the excitation field as well as at the frequency of the third-harmonic.

It should be noted that this dual-resonance approach to enhance the linear and nonlinear
optical response of graphene structures is not specific to the gratings studied here but can
be extended to other configurations, too. For example, one expects that diffraction gratings
containing graphene ribbons or disks with different sizes can generate an even stronger nonlinear
optical response, as in this case one can design the graphene structures in such a way that
a fundamental plasmon exists at both the fundamental frequency and third-harmonic (these
plasmons correspond to the two graphene structures of different sizes). Finally, the ideas
presented in this paper can be extended to other two-dimensional materials, such as transition-
metal dichalcogenide monolayers, but the corresponding analysis is left for a future study.
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